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Disclaimer

All information posted in this book, Healing Pyramid Energy or at our Golden Key Library website is the opinion of the author and other very reliable sources and is for educational purposes only. It is not to be construed as medical advice. Only a licensed medical doctor can legally offer medical advice in the United States. Consult the healer of your choice for medical care and advice.
Chapter 1
Dr. Patrick Flanagan's Pioneering 1970s Bestseller, 
*Pyramid Power*

A key first focus in this compact pyramid public disclosure booklet is on the initial pyramid science research work initiated by two ultra dynamic, unique wayshower souls, Dr. Patrick Flanagan and David Wilcock.

Both Patrick and David are clearly humanly embodied on Earth at this time to lend a firm, strong “helping hand” to all of us here now on Earth. They know as I know that it is time for “we the people” to finally break loose from an ancient hidden, very tyrannical worldwide Military-Industrial-Corporate Complex.

For long ages now all of us on Earth have been a secretly divided demoralized, bare-bone survival, terrorized, utterly fear-controlled planetary human civilization.

However “freedom” is obviously in the air. Brave “whistle blowers” have begun to publicly shout long hidden dark secrets from the rooftops!

Humanity has now collectively begun to awaken from a very, very long, very, very dark sleep-walking to the point of being nearly dead, intentionally sickened, sadly polluted, poisoned into a “dumbed-down” almost helpless mind and body state.

Over the years I have gained ever more deep insight, trust and high respect into the masterful, astounding life and being of Dr. Patrick Flanagan, whom I hail as “Mr. Pyramid Power.” (Also in his true life story, as “Patrick Flanagan the Man of Tomorrow.”)

Patrick was featured on the front cover of *Life* magazine when yet in his teens. Editors predicted Patrick would be known worldwide as a key top scientist on Earth, That prediction came true in hearts and diamonds!

Patrick holds more than 200 U.S. patents granted on his own unique inventions. To date, he has personally worked on more than 400 different inventions.

He has made more than 40 trips from our USA to the Great Pyramid in Egypt. He gained entrance on most of his visits into the Kings Chamber where he conducted various scientific and pyramid power research and development tests.

As you read more and know and understand the non-stop FREE healing energy power emitted from pyramids, you will be elated to see how any town, city, park, national park or nations that erect inexpensive PCP rod or pole pyramids would make all Mother Earth a year-round temperate paradise within a few months time! When “we the people lead,” all our leaders must follow or must surrender their public or governing leadership positions.

**Dr. Flanagan To Head International and USA National Science Teams**

Important good news! Share with everyone worldwide ASAP, please, Dr. Patrick Flanagan (aka Mr. Pyramid Power) agrees to head our growing worldwide Pyramid “Disclosure” Movement’s International and USA National Science Team. This entails making certain that a protective storm shield pyramid built in your town, city or anywhere in our USA or anywhere worldwide is constructed according to the exactly correct Golden Mean ratio measurements and set exactly to a true-north alignment. Properly constructed and aligned, it is then forever activated as a continual protective healing pyramid energy.

**Chapter 2**

**David Wilcock**


Whereas I truly rank Dr. Pat Flanagan as the top scientist on Earth today, I consider David Wilcock, with his penetrating scientific mind, to be a key top analyst of our various leading-edge scientific breakthroughs of the day, as well as a genuine psychic seer into what science fore-ordains for humanity upon our rapidly now awakening modern day Earth.

Like Edgar Cayce, David Wilcock keeps written records of all of his nightly dreams. This enabled him to peer into forthcoming major events in
his life-stream and the life-stream of our awakening humanity upon Earth.

Likewise, for two decades there has been much Lightworker speculation and a strong collective Lightworker belief (or fact) that David Wilcock is the humanly embodied reincarnation of Edgar Cayce, the famed 1930s and early 1940s “Sleeping Prophet of Virginia Beach.”

Edgar Cayce was beyond doubt the most studied and worldwide well-known psychic in modern day history. Scores of bestselling books were written about him. Today the Association of Research and Enlightenment (A.R.E.) headquarters located in Virginia Beach, Virginia, U.S., has a library with more than five thousand of Edgar Cayce’s past-life readings. Loaded with historic insights and natural healing remedies of body, mind and spirit, these readings have drawn millions of readers through the years from all major countries on Earth.

Long before David’s new book, *The Source Field Investigations*, was published, I had no doubt in my own heart and mind that he is indeed Edgar Cayce reincarnated. Even if I had any doubts, the doubts would have been dispelled before I read even half of his recently published awesome book. It is no surprise *The Source Field Investigations* became an instant bestseller worldwide!

Read it for yourself. You will see and understand the vast scope and range of David's adept ability and steadfast determination to be 100 percent scientifically accurate.

Like me and countless other awakened human souls on Earth, David Wilcock also fully understands the death grip the very powerful, greedy, power-mad Military-Industrial-Corporate Complex, also known as the “Illuminati” cabal, holds over all humanity in all areas of our lives, including most (if not all) governments, news media, religions, science, sports and even our human arts and entertainment fields.

David predicts a soon massive worldwide downfall of the Military-Industrial Complex’s worldwide financial tyranny. He foresees that the wheeling and dealing with trillions of fraudulently printed Federal Reserve dollars is about to abruptly end.

He clearly understands and addresses the worldwide tyranny of government and the vast prevailing corruption in politics. He probes deeply into banking and blatant fraud in the entire financial field, soon to be replaced with fully transparent, honest banking systems combined with
non-polluting FREE energy systems. People helping people, an abundant Golden Age economy and a new, entirely beautifully rejuvenated Earth Mother.

David devotes an entire insightful chapter to pyramids. I interpret this to mean that he forecasts or predicts countless healing pyramid energy structures will soon be erected all over Earth.

David Wilcock states on page 154 of his book: “The physics laws that make pyramid power a reality should work on any planet that harbors intelligent life at any time, past, present or future—so it may be that pyramids are very, very common throughout the Universe. It appears that we are only just now getting up to speed on the science behind them.” (More can be found in Chapter 8 of our 105 page FREE booklet that you can download at our worldwide MOVEMENT web site: www.healingpyramidenergy.com/pyramid-resources.html#.Uf34P6wWHFw

I personally find an obvious synchronization to the fact that Edgar Cayce predicted in copies of his lectures and vast bank of past-life readings that in the forthcoming New Age On Earth after the year 2000, “Russia would be a Light to the world.”

David Wilcock calls attention to the vast amount of peerless Russian healing pyramid energy research and development over the past two decades. He so clearly predicts PYRAMID POWER may be “our golden key” to a certain foreseen coming “Golden Age on all Earth.”

Chapter 3

Russian Healing Pyramid Energy Research Results

A reading by the “Sleeping Prophet” Edgar Cayce on June 30, 1932, said work began on the construction of the Great Pyramid and the Sphinx in old Egypt about 10,500 B.C.

However none or very little has been learned or published about pyramid power by investigative scientists over this vast stretch of time prior to Patrick Flanagan’s pyramid research studies as published in his book, Pyramid Power, in the early 1970s.

Fortunately for our collective human family on Earth, a band of leading-edge Russian scientists focused a wondrous, now worldwide, light
of knowledge on what FREE pyramid power or natural FREE healing pyramid energy can do to rejuvenate ALL planet Earth. Of course this includes every one of us, our loved ones and all unique life forms ascending into our imminent Golden Age on Earth.

Dr. John DeSalvo's Giza Pyramid Research Association website first published the astounding breakthrough healing results listed below of the new Russian studies for the Western world as well as several scores of astounding pyramid user testimonials posted in the Appendix of this volume (just a few of the many thousands posted at the Association’s website).

Dr. Alexander Golod was the apparent leading force in building the first pyramid structures in both Russia and the Ukraine in 1990 where an array of leading Russian scientists conducted experiment on them. They soon realized the healing power of these pyramids had potential to revolutionize our modern day society in so many very wondrous life rejuvenating ways.

Seventeen various size pyramids were constructed in 2001. Eight of them were built in Russia and Ukraine. By 2010, more than 50 pyramids were built world wide, and now there are more than 100. The majority of the pyramid structures are in Russia and Ukraine.

Dr. Golod constructed his pyramids with an internal framework of PCP pipes covered with fiberglass sheets. The largest one, completed in 1999, is 144 feet tall and weighs 55 tons. It took five years to build, costing a mere million dollars.

David Wilcock stated:

"Armed with this (healing pyramid energy) knowledge we can heal the earth.

"Radiation can quickly be reduced, ozone holes closed up, earthquakes and severe weather reduced, or even eliminated, water purified, crops improved, illness and disease dramatically lessened, buildings made far stronger and safer, and even crime, terrorism, and mental illness greatly reduced—if not wiped out entirely. All these things we consider to be separate problems well beyond the capacity of one person to manage can now be seen as a part of the International Whole."

AMAZE YOURSELF AND EVERYONE YOU KNOW! Please scroll through this list of life-changing pyramid research, development and
repeatedly confirmed science research done and reported to their prestigious Russian Academy of Sciences.

1) **ONE MILLILITER OF PYRAMID WATER SAVED 20 PREMATURE BABIES THAT WOULD HAVE DIED**

   Twenty premature babies with grave medical problems that normally would have died within a few days were given distilled water that was stored in the pyramid a few days. The results of these experiments and sensational results should be well known by all doctors as well as the rest of us. What a mass major media “failure to disclose” crime against all humanity!

2) **AWESOME HURRICANE, TORNADO, TYPHOON AND BAD WEATHER BIG STORM CONTROL SHIELD**

   Russian scientists using especially sensitive military sensing equipment similar to radar called a “military locator,” tested the 44-meter high Russian pyramid. They found a 500-meter wide column of energy around the pyramid, going straight up and down more than 2000-meters tall (more than 6,000 feet) as well as an also much bigger 300-kilometer wide circle formed around it.

   The 300-kilometer PYRAMID POWER energy field deflected all huge storms and severe weather conditions, causing them to go “around” rather than “through” the area, creating a protective radius of 300 kilometers (forming an almost 200 mile NATURAL protective bad weather shield).

3) **REDUCES CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR**

   David Wilcock wrote:

   “The Russian Science of Academies confirmed that pyramid energy could reduce criminal behavior and increase feelings of love and peace. All they did was store granite and other crystalline structures in the pyramid for several days and then set them up then in and around certain jails in Russia holding a total of about five thousand prisoners.

   “According to the Pyramid Research Association website’s summary of these results, ‘In a few months most crimes almost disappeared, and behavior was much improved.’ Nothing in the jails under study had been changed except that this pyramid charged granite had been built into their own surroundings.”

4) **RABBITS AND MICE WERE TWICE AS STRONG**

5) **ALL THINGS HARMFUL TO LIFE ARE TRANSFORMED TO BEING NEUTRALIZED OR LESS HARMFUL**
6) MILLION YEAR OLD “EXTINCT” FLOWER FIELD SUDDENLY APPEARS “REBORN” BLOOMING AGAIN
7) EARTHQUAKE CONTROL
   Allowing the geo-tectonic stress and frictional charges to bleed away in small doses and CAUSE NO EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE in the area WHATSOEVER!
8) WHEAT GREW 400 PERCENT MORE
9) DANGEROUS EFFECTS EVER SEEN FROM PYRAMID POWER
10) RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL DECAY FASTER
11) STRONTIUM, HEAVY METALS AND SALT VANISH FROM WELL WATER
12) DIAMONDS GET HARDER
13) PYRAMID TREATED SEEDS YIELD 20 TO 100 PERCENT MORE CROP
14) NEW STREAMS OF WATER NEARBY
15) PYRAMID SEED CROPS DO NOT GET SICK
16) PYRAMID SEED CROPS NEED LESS WATER
17) CLEANER OIL WELL PRODUCTION
18) HEALS OZONE HOLES ABOVE PYRAMIDS
19) PROTECTS FROM LIGHTNING STRIKES
20) PYRAMID MOUNTAIN ENHANCED ALL LIFE AROUND IT
21) SAVES EARTH—BY INCREASING LOVING HUMAN INTERACTION
22) ALL POSITIVE RESULTS

   David Wilcock writes on pages 154 and 350 of his book, The Source Field Investigations:
   “Somehow, feelings of love and peace, which are normally considered to be abstract emotional phenomena that are strictly psychological in nature, have a direct effect on our surroundings.
   “The pyramid energies create a measurable improvement in criminal behavior—just like the meditation effect of seven thousand people that we discussed earlier, which reduced worldwide terrorism by 73 percent (on the entire day that they meditated collectively on the feeling and thought of peace worldwide).
“Armed with this (healing pyramid energy) knowledge we can heal the earth.”

*******************************

Bill Hanoski created a low-cost pyramid, set to true north, out of PVC pipe in two days after reading the instructions in our FREE downloaded 107-page pyramid disclosure MOVEMENT booklet. (Get your copy at: www.healingpyramidenergy.com)

Bill reports he has also been experimenting with building a copper pyramid, to be set to magnetic north. He wrote, “When I have the top of the pyramid completed, I will send you a picture to show you how it looks.” He continued, “Yesterday I put a crystal on the top of the copper pyramid and WOW, my head started to tingle and energy was running through my body; it was amazing! Prior to that, I only felt a small amount of energy in comparison.”

NOTE: If you wish to see a photo of Bill’s finished copper pyramid, with an 18 inch square pyramid base, please contact Bill by email: bhanoski@shaw.ca

*******************************

WHAT IF there is a worldwide MOVEMENT website where anyone in any town, city, state, country on Earth can simply click to sign a petition to be submitted to their local public and government leaders DEMANDING a local PYRAMID STORM SHIELD SHELTER (PSSS) be built in their area? There is! CLICK & SHARE widely:

WHAT IF each one of more than seven billion people on Earth wake up to what is disclosed here and each one who has a dollar to donate leaps to contribute that dollar to our worldwide PURE TRUST to ensure that a PSSS is erected nearby? I would donate $20 dollars for 20 who do NOT have a dollar to contribute. I am certain many who read this booklet will gladly contribute an extra dollar or even ten, twenty, a hundred or more. A 44-meter PVC pole PSSS without wall covers can be erected in weeks or months, I am certain, for less than two or three hundred thousand dollars.
This means more than two or three PSSS’s and be erected in each of the
now more than two hundred greater populated countries on Earth!

**WHAT IF** volunteer task force readers who know famous celebrities or
wealthy individuals who are philanthropically contact them to support
this VITAL PYRAMID WORLDWIDE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
MOVEMENT via public endorsements or vast contributions, or even
contributing funds to build a huge towering PSSS in their home town or
city, bearing their family name, if they choose.

**WHAT IF** hundreds of millions worldwide reading this booklet now
begin to build or buy various size pyramids to use in their homes and back
yards? Clearly it would be give rapid birth to a greatly revitalized,
rejuvenated Earth—to clear blue smog free skies and gleaming crystal
clear rivers, lakes, oceans and streams with more than enough pure
drinking water and healthful, nutritious food for each and every human
and for all other sacred life forms on Earth. Imagine the love, peace,
harmony, and joy we are collectively, actively creating for ourselves and all
those on Earth we love so dearly. Imagine what a genuine selfless DIVINE
GIFT each new pyramid created is to us, our children and grandchildren,
and ALL sacred life forms on Earth!

**WHAT IF** this FREE 9-page primary INTRO booklet and FREE 107-
page more informative booklet is soon translated into every major
language on Earth? The French translation is done. German, Italian and
translations into other languages are being done now and will soon be
posted at our worldwide MOVEMENT website as a free download! Please
check here often. Sign our PSSS petition to build a PSSS where you live,
and please guide others to this booklet and our web site. Bless us all.

Dr. Russ Michael (CREATOR of our HEALING pyramid public disclosure
MOVEMENT WORLDWIDE “Pure Trust”)

[www.healingpyramidenergy.com/pyramid-resources.html#.Uf34P6wWHFw](http://www.healingpyramidenergy.com/pyramid-resources.html#.Uf34P6wWHFw)
A PYRAMID IS A FREE ENERGY “FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH”
http://www.healingpyramidenergy.com/pyramid-resources.html#.Uf34P6wWHFw

“A correctly made METAL pyramid of any size aligned squarely to magnetic north with a quality magnetic compass EMITS no-cost, non-stop FREE ENERGY. From that day forth, anyone or anything in, around or even near it forth is bathed in the vital healing and rejuvenating PYRAMID POWER “Fountain of Youth” energy. The same applies to a correctly made pyramid made of non-metal material (like cardboard, plastic, wood, PCP pipe) that is aligned to true north.” Russ Michael, AUG. 15, 2013

Here is an artist’s rendition of a 45,000 year old European Bosnia Pyramid discovered by Professor Sam Osmanagich. Five scientific teams from USA, U.K, Germany, Austria, and Italy confirmed this Bosnian Pyramid timeline dated back to be more than 45,000 years and is almost twice the height, and is even more perfectly constructed than is the Great Pyramid of Egypt. The continual free energy field measured 30 kilometers wide, and extends straight up 5,000 meters and straight down for 5,000 meters. A series of underground tunnels are honeycombed underneath this pyramid and more wonders are continually being discovered within and around it.

Note: First International Scientific Conference about Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids was held in Sarajevo (Bosnia-Herzegovina) in August 25-30, 2008 (www.icbp.ba) with 55 leading experts from Egypt, Russia, China, Poland, Saudi Arabia, United Kingdom, Croatia, Austria, Montenegro and Bosnia giving full support Osmanagich’s efforts and recommending establishment of the Center for Pyramid Studies in Bosnia.

Find more at: www.semirosmanagic.com/en/bosnian_pyramid.html

Join our FREE Healing PYRAMID Energy worldwide public “disclosure” MOVEMENT—to heal and save Earth and all life forms on Earth! NOW—download, read, and share our FREE 105-page public “disclosure” booklet (soon in many languages) at: www.healingpyramidenergy.com/pyramid-resources.html#.Uf34P6wWHFw

(Please post and repost this CLIP daily at YOUR social network pages.)